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Abstract
In the early 840s, Archbishop Amolo of Lyons wrote to one of his suffragan bishops
about extraordinary miracles reportedly taking place at Dijon in the wake of the arrival of
mysterious new relics. This article examines the complex interaction of these relics with
pre-existing social and political processes in the region and locally, but also explores
other aspects of the text which have been less discussed, notably its manuscript
transmission and the insights it offers into structures of religious organization. Finally, it
argues that the way issues treated together in the letter tend to be separated or even
opposed in the historiography points to the need for renewed, critically reflexive attention
to the specificities of the Carolingian Church reforms.
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Strange happenings in Dijon
In the middle of the ninth century, the bones of an unknown saint, carried from Italy by
travelling monks, were brought inside the church of St-Bénigne in Dijon, Burgundy.
Almost instantly, the church was electrified. Terrifying miracles (miracula) started to
take place in the bones’ vicinity: visitors to the church began to be buffeted by invisible
forces and were thrown to the ground, writhing and shaking, and if they tried to leave,
these supernatural assaults only intensified. Yet no trace of bruising or injury could
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subsequently be discerned on the visitors’ bodies. Not only was the number of people
affected in this way surprisingly large – three hundred or more – but the disturbances also
showed signs of spreading throughout the diocese and even beyond, touching the church
of Saulieu in the neighbouring diocese of Autun.

We know all this because Bishop Theobald of Langres, the bishop responsible for Dijon,
contacted his metropolitan, Archbishop Amolo of Lyons, to seek advice, and the letter the
archbishop sent in response happens to survive. 1 It is clear from this letter that the news
had made Archbishop Amolo uncomfortable. He thought the travelling monks’ claim to
have ‘forgotten’ the name of the saint whose relics they carried preposterous and
unconvincing, and the lack of any prospect of establishing this saint’s true identity – for
one of these two monks had subsequently died, and the other had set out to find more
information but had unaccountably never returned – alarming. Further deepening
Amolo’s concern was the nature of the miracles generated by these unauthenticated
relics. 2 As he explained to Theobald, proper miracles cured people, they did not hurt
them; and Amolo was quite convinced that these relics had only produced harmful
miracles, because if any cures had taken place, they would be better attributed to St
Bénigne, whose remains were equally present, and better certified.

Amolo was not quite prepared categorically to deny the bones’ sanctity. He advised that
they be handled respectfully, and that they should still be kept somewhere within a
church compound. But he insisted that they should no longer be housed within the church
itself, and that, moreover, they should be hidden somewhere they could cause no further
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disturbance. As for the people affected, they should be sent home. In case further
guidance should prove necessary, Amolo indicated that he was sending together with his
own letter a copy of one sent by Agobard, his predecessor as archbishop of Lyons, to the
bishop of Narbonne, dealing with an approximately analogous situation. 3 The relics are
not mentioned again in any other surviving source, so perhaps Bishop Theobald took
Amolo’s advice. 4

Recontextualising the relics
Amolo was not the only Carolingian bishop to be worried by the appearance of strange
relics, nor even the only Carolingian archbishop to write a letter of advice on the issue to
a Burgundian bishop, but his letter is the only such one to survive. 5 As a result, it has not
been altogether neglected, and sometimes wins mention or paraphrase as an illustration of
the major themes of the cult of saints in the Carolingian age. 6 Prominent amongst these
themes is the sheer popularity of relic-based devotion in the ninth century. 7 For though
relics were hardly a new phenomenon by this point, it is widely accepted that they were
relentlessly promoted by the Carolingian establishment, partly as a means of providing
unity to the empire, and partly as a substitute for living holy men, notoriously thin on the
ground in the ninth century. 8 But of course their very popularity brought ‘abuses’ with it,
incurring the suspicion of wary bishops which Amolo’s letter appears to illustrate so
unambiguously.

However, it is the proposal of this article that while not exactly overlooked, the full value
of Amolo’s letter for historians of the ninth century, and of the early middle ages as a
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whole, has yet to be realised, because, in spite of its potential importance as such a
unique source, it has never been the subject of a detailed study. 9 Perhaps because of the
lurid nature of much of its content, historians have been content to use it to instantiate
generalisations based on an overview of other material. There is of course nothing
inherently wrong with such generalisations, but they become more rigorous, more
convincing, and more insightful when the underlying text is analysed as fully as possible
in its local context, and, moreover, analysed as a whole. In other words, to understand the
real interest of Amolo’s letter, we must treat it first of all as a very particular source,
written at a specific moment about conditions in Dijon, and not simply as a deracinated
exemplar of wider trends. A detailed investigation holds out the prospect of refining our
understanding of, to begin with, the mysterious Dijon relics.

The obvious place to start such a contextualisation is with the text’s date. I began with a
deliberately vague reference to the mid ninth century, justifiable in that the letter has no
dating clause. However, as its nineteenth-century editor already noticed, it is nonetheless
possible to be a little more precise. It must have been written after January 841, when
Amolo was ordained as Archbishop of Lyons; and, since Amolo makes a passing
reference to Bishop Bartholomew of Narbonne, ‘who is still alive’, it must date from
before January 845, by which time Bartholomew was dead. Further, its references to Lent
imply that it was not written before the spring, ruling out January 845. We can therefore
be confident that the letter was written between 841 and the middle of 844.
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Though quite broad, this dating bracket is significant, because it shows that both letter
and miracles need to be considered against the background of the civil war which rocked
the Frankish empire following Emperor Louis the Pious’s death in 840. It seems very
likely that this civil war had a major impact on the region around Dijon, for several
reasons. The first of these is a structural one. While it may be that Frankish government
did not concentrate political activity at court to the extent of later regimes, most
historians of Carolingian Europe now accept that the Frankish kingdom worked not
through ‘bureaucratic’ mechanisms, but through a finely calibrated articulation of local
and central interest: a giant spider’s web of interpersonal connections, with the court
sitting at its middle. 10 If we think of the Carolingian empire as such a network, then the a
priori presumption has to be that problems at the centre, such as those of the early 840s,
would have had at least some effect on the periphery. If this is true in general, then it is
particularly true of Burgundy, the region in which the decisive battle of the war, at
Fontenoy, took place in June 841. Admittedly, Fontenoy is a good hundred miles from
Dijon, but we know that Charles the Bald and Louis the German had planned just prior to
that battle to meet in September at Langres, in whose diocese Dijon lay. 11 The
devastation caused to the countryside by armies in transit, even friendly ones, is well
known to historians, and was presumably even better known to contemporaries, including
those living around Dijon. 12

All this is informed supposition, but there is some direct evidence too which shows the
real, immediate impact of the political turmoil on the locality. Around the time that the
relics were brought into the church, the charters of the ecclesiastical community of St-
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Bénigne began to show a marked ambivalence as to which king they considered the
legitimate holder of authority in the region. Some are dated by Charles the Bald, others
by Lothar, and consecutive charters switch from one to the other. 13 In a society based on
the control of land, the transactions these texts recorded were of general importance, with
a social impact reaching far beyond the religious community; the uncertainty in dating
therefore plausibly reflects a broader-based uncertainty. 14

In short, while Amolo’s text certainly shows that the cult of saints was popular, we may
suppose that in this instance, that popularity demands to be understood in the immediate
political context. There is good reason to suppose that people living around Dijon knew
about the civil war: they were unsure who their king was, and they were quite probably at
least intermittently worried about the likelihood of ravaging and plunder as armies passed
by. It is surely no great leap of faith to suppose that the arrival of relics provided an
opportunity for a local population justifiably nervous about what the Frankish civil war
would mean for them to express, and perhaps to alleviate, that nervousness. Connections
between mass convulsions of this kind and pressing social and political issues are not
historically unprecedented, and in fact, one might wonder whether other contemporary
expressions of unrest, such as the Stellinga revolt, might benefit from more attention in
this vein too. 15 Indeed, it may be that the political problems of the 840s perhaps
stimulated a broader revival interest in the cult of relics, sufficient to prod Jonas of
Orléans to complete his previously abandoned work on the topic. 16 As so often in the
early middle ages, we should not presume that politics and religion can be neatly
separated.
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Of course, Frankish wars did not impinge only on the lives of the labouring population:
even though their devastation was widely shared, they were primarily vehicles for elite
ambition and dissent, and greatly affected that elite in many ways. And as it happens, the
background of war might also help explain why Archbishop Amolo took such pains in his
reply. The diocese of Langres was on the fault-line between Charles’s and Lothar’s
regions of interest. It could have fallen to either, but in the end, it fell to Charles. Lyons,
however, the head of the ecclesiastical province to which Langres belonged, passed to
Lothar. This division presented a challenge to the metropolitan’s authority over his
suffragans, which, even if not yet realised at the time of writing, Archbishop Amolo may
have anticipated. 17 We can be certain that Amolo was determined to protect this
authority, since the twelfth-century chronicler Hugh of Flavigny, who had at his disposal
sources since lost, records that he wrote at some indeterminate time to the archbishop of
Bourges and others to assert the historical metropolitan primacy of Lyons in Gaul. 18
Amolo’s letter to Theobald could be further evidence of that determination. Requesting
further information from Theobald, Amolo responded anyway when it was not
forthcoming. By advising his suffragan authoritatively and without delay, he clearly
signalled that, come what may, he was eager to play a significant role in his subordinate’s
activities.

However, as well as serving as a conduit for popular anxiety and creating an opportunity
for the display of metropolitan authority, we should not neglect the possibility that the
arrival of these bones could have also been turned straightforwardly to bolster
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conventional episcopal authority too. This point can be best approached by means of a
comparison. While Amolo’s letter discusses the position taken by St Martin concerning
unidentified relics near Tours in the fifth century, it oddly fails to raise a parallel rather
close to home. For according to the celebrated sixth-century chronicler Gregory of Tours,
unknown relics had been something of an issue in early sixth-century Dijon too. 19 A
mysterious saint had begun to cure people coming to his shrine, eventually drawing the
attention of the local bishop. The bishop in question, Bishop Gregory, was like Theobald
initially greatly concerned, and even commanded that the cult be discontinued. But the
mystery saint paid Bishop Gregory a clarificatory visit in a dream, and thereafter the
bishop threw himself behind the cult. A saint’s passio (whose earliest manuscripts are,
interestingly in this context, ninth-century) helpfully brought by passing travellers lifted
the relics’ anonymity, and the saint was identified as none other than St-Bénigne. 20 The
episode in fact marked the origin of the very community at the centre of Amolo’s letter.

Before drawing the almost self-evident comparison between these two episodes, it would
be wise to consider the evidence carefully, since recent scholarship has tended not to take
Gregory’s story at face value, instead reading between the lines to discern the real issues
at stake. In fact, the emergence of the cult of St Bénigne in the sixth century has been
persuasively argued by Ian Wood to have been part of Bishop Gregory’s attempts
permanently to move the see from Langres to Dijon, a manoeuvre sympathetically
reported by Gregory of Tours, his nephew. 21 In other words, the original cult of the saint
later to be identified as Bénigne may have been engineered, and less ‘popular’ than it is
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made to seem: Van Dam goes so far as to talk of Bishop Gregory inventing Bénigne’s
cult. 22 Yet this methodological caution only makes the comparison more revealing.

Bishops in the same place, facing analogous problems of newly discovered yet potent
relics, responded very differently. Whereas the Merovingian bishop co-opted or even
initiated a popular cult, using it as spiritual capital to impress his authority more clearly
on his favoured residence, perhaps in preparation for an attempt to move the see, the
Carolingian appealed to his superior, and plausibly – though admittedly we do not know
the outcome for certain – quashed the new popular cult. That difference arguably speaks
to the greater organisational capacity of the Carolingian bishop, who could rely, as
Amolo makes clear, on a set of resources which Gregory’s bishop did not, and perhaps
could not – messengers, canon law collections (perhaps Pseudo-Isidore), and hierarchies
of episcopal power. 23 But the contrast also reveals differences in attitude as well as
capacity. No Carolingian bishop could be informed of such happenings and stand idly by,
and the prospect of co-option was evidently unappealing.

Amolo’s letter stands therefore as a classic illustration of the authoritarian Carolingian
bishop, deeply uneasy with demonstrations of popular piety. However, it may be that the
Dijon relics had still another role to play too, though one now only discernable in outline.
Looked at more closely, some elements of the story jar, at least as recounted by Amolo,
and merit closer scrutiny. To begin with, it is altogether unclear why miracles which
consisted chiefly of the infliction of painful physical violence would have attracted large
crowds of pilgrims. Amolo briefly considered whether those so afflicted might have been
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pretending in order to benefit from alms, but in general he was persuaded that there was
something more powerful at work; in truth, his discussion of possible fraud seems largely
inspired by Agobard’s discussion of miracles in the letter which Amolo appended to his
own.

The fact that these miracles were allegedly spreading is also odd. It is never explained
how or why these relics had sparked manifestations elsewhere in the diocese of Langres,
let alone in Saulieu, a monastery in a different diocese altogether. As it happened, there
was a connection between St-Bénigne and Saulieu, in that Saulieu was dedicated to
Bénigne’s co-martyrs, Andochus and Tyrsus. 24 But since Bénigne’s relics were not the
ones held responsible for the miracles, that connection does not readily explain the
miracles’ dissemination. Finally, one of the most surprising, and surprisingly underdiscussed, aspects of the letter is the sharply gendered quality of the miracles. Amolo had
been informed that they were affecting only women: so he supposed that in the male
community’s church there were three or four hundred women, writhing and being thrown
to the ground. 25 This would have made this distinguished but relatively small Burgundian
community the temporary home to a group of conspicuously undisciplined women far
more numerous than any contemporary convent. 26

When these peculiarities are combined with the story of how the relics had been acquired
– unnamed wandering pseudo-monks, who had ‘forgotten’ the saint’s name – one starts
to wonder whether Theobald was trying to wind Amolo up. Dubious authenticity, local
disruption, ramifying disorder involving possessed women cooped-up in a male
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institution: Amolo’s horrified response must have been wholly predictable. And
consideration of a key question makes us think about that predictability in a new light.
The relics were being stored, Amolo was told, in the church of St-Bénigne, in fact in that
church’s most holy place, in the crypt next to the very tomb of St Bénigne himself. But
how had they ended up there? Amolo does not discuss the issue directly, indeed makes no
reference to it at all, but presumably someone had given permission for the relics to be
brought inside the main church of this small but regionally significant religious
community, important enough to receive intermittent royal grants. The question is who
that had been.

Traditionally, St-Bénigne was a community under episcopal control, although the precise
quality of this control had varied over its long history, for bishops had sometimes run the
community directly, had sometimes appointed a provost, often seconded from the
bishops’ own staff, and had sometimes appointed an abbot. 27 Nevertheless, in spite of this
long history of close episcopal involvement with St-Bénigne, it seems clear from
Theobald’s reaction that it had not been the bishop who had decided to bring the
mysterious relics into the church. In the absence of any obvious alternative – for there is
no indication that any other prominent figure was interested in acting as the community’s
patron – we must surely suppose that the transfer had been arranged by members of the
community itself. 28 That would not be altogether unprecedented. 29

Closer consideration of the contemporary relations between bishop and community
allows us to grasp the issue more firmly. It may not be a co-incidence that the early and
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mid ninth-century stands out as a moment of uniquely intense episcopal involvement in
St-Bénigne’s history. To the extent that Bishop Theobald preferred an interventionist
approach, dispensing with an abbot, he was merely building on the foundations of his
predecessor, Bishop Alberic (d.838). 30 Alberic was the first bishop of Langres seriously
to impose reforming ideas upon ecclesiastical communities in his diocese, possibly the
first bishop in fact in recent decades to devote his energies single-mindedly to that
diocese, as previous Carolingian bishops of Langres had spent much time in Bavaria,
where they had family roots. 31 Alberic’s ideas of what reforming religious communities
meant were positively old-fashioned, and his insistence on exercising authority over these
communities was fully in line with wider Carolingian practice, but he clearly applied
them with unusual vigour. 32 It would seem that Alberic selected one institution in his
diocese, Bèze, as a flagship monastery, and classified the others, including St-Bénigne, as
canonical, not monastic, and as of lesser importance. Studies of the Reichenau and StGallen necrologies, preserving lists of monks and canons from Dijon and Langres around
830, reveal that Bishop Alberic did not even hesitate physically to transfer individuals
from one community to another, including a relocation of twelve St-Bénigne canons to
Bèze, and another four to St-Mammes in Langres. 33

This context of unusually strong episcopal pressure casts the decision of the community –
if that is what it was – to bring relics inside their church in a new light. It may be that the
relics were not only brought in without the bishop’s knowledge, but with the intention of
re-asserting the community’s independence of action and local prestige. Since the
community’s point of view is nowhere explicitly recorded, this is only an inference, but it
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is one which fits the historical context well. Alberic and Theobald’s muscular direct
management might well have been perceived as threatening St-Bénigne’s status, and,
given the large-scale transfers of people carried out by Alberic (perhaps half the
community), probably its sense of identity too. 34 There are certainly parallels which can
be drawn with the defensive responses of other ninth-century communities to episcopal
intervention, such as St-Martin, St-Denis, Werden, and Nantua. 35 Moreover, if a time had
to be chosen to attempt to act autonomously, then the 840s were the right moment. Not
only might the local bishop have had other concerns in a time of war but the bishops of
Langres, based in Dijon since the sixth century or perhaps earlier, had either just moved
back to Langres or else were in the process of doing so. 36 Perhaps this transition should
be connected to signs of an indirect contestation of episcopal power in mid ninth-century
Langres, attested by Theobald’s successor Isaac in his capitularies. 37 It is hard to say
what the anticipated impact of this move on St-Bénigne would have been, but perhaps the
community would have feared greater marginalization, or perhaps they saw an
opportunity therein to push for greater freedom of manoeuvre, or perhaps both: in any
case, it is surely inconceivable that they would not have given the matter thought.

So, we know that bishops were bearing down unusually heavily on the community of StBénigne, but that from the 840s they were also in the process of moving away from Dijon
and back to Langres, with all the possible implications that such a move entailed. We
may also suspect that the community acted at this moment to bring relics within its
compound without authorisation, and either exploited the popular excitement which
resulted, or made no attempt to quieten it down. The obvious conclusion is that the relics
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were serving as a proxy for the community’s attempt to gain a measure of autonomy, and
perhaps, given the claim of the travellers ‘to be monks’ and moreover the fact that some
of the people transferred by Alberic from St-Bénigne to Bèze had returned to St-Bénigne,
to assert monastic status. 38 The fact that Amolo’s letter indicates in a revealing phrase
that the men who had brought the relics were not the wandering Italian relic tradesmen
responsible for other such transfers, but Burgundians, since they are described as having
wished to bring the relics ‘within the boundaries of their region’ might imply that the
community had even sent its delegates to Italy explicitly to procure fresh spiritual
resources. 39 The intention could well have been to develop an alternative or complement
to the cult of the missionary St Bénigne, harnessed, as we have seen, by a sixth-century
bishop of Langres and associated with the bishops ever since.

The above reconstruction makes no claim to be demonstrably true in every detail, only to
be plausible in outline, and in line with the implications of the evidence. It may even be
questioned whether the analytical effort has been worthwhile, when it is noted that if the
community of St-Bénigne did have all this in mind, then their manoeuvre failed: the
community remained under direct episcopal control until the late ninth century, and only
became Benedictine in the 860s. 40 Clearly the bishop was able to meet the challenge
posed by the relics. But this is where we come back to Amolo’s letter. For if the relics
were brought in as part of a struggle with the bishop, then the letter to which Amolo was
responding was also part of that struggle, and we need to think of Theobald’s message to
Amolo as part of his measures to counter the risk these new relics posed to his control of
the community. To judge from Amolo’s response, Theobald’s account of the relics was
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so elaborated as to constitute a veritable anti-translatio, inverting all the norms of rightful
relic translation, and destroying the credibility of any alternative account. 41 To put it
bluntly, we cannot discount the possibility that that those details which historians have
used as to illustrate the problems of uncontrolled popular devotion leading to episcopal
intervention were engineered to achieve precisely that result.

Beyond the relics
To summarise the argument so far, closer attention to the context of Amolo’s letter has
suggested that the relics should be thought of as working simultaneously in three
different registers. For the populace around Dijon, they perhaps served as a means of
relieving some of the social tension associated with the fears of civil war. For the bishop
and the archbishop, their arrival offered the opportunity for the demonstration of properly
Carolingian episcopal authority at a difficult time. Finally, I suggest that the monks of
Dijon initiated the situation in a bid to establish greater freedom of manoeuvre and indeed
prestige, after a prolonged period of unprecedented episcopal pressure. These are not
mutually exclusive explanations, since they could all have been true simultaneously,
though we should not obscure the tensions involved as the meaning of the relics was
contested. Although contextualisation of this kind cannot be said definitively to prove
anything, the tremendous importance of relics in ninth-century society surely makes a
certain complexity of interaction with pre-existing interests, participating in a variety of
social registers, more plausible than the contrary.
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Read in this way, Amolo’s letter casts a great deal of light on the fine detail of what the
arrival of new relics entailed: disruption, to be sure, but disruption refracted through the
different layers of local politics and society. However, this is an appropriate moment to
observe that the letter does not have to read simply for its information on relics, even
though that is overwhelmingly how it has been treated in the broader historiography. In
fact, it is precisely that single-minded concentration which has meant that other aspects
have been neglected; for Amolo’s letter can also be used to illuminate other aspects of
ninth-century Christianity within Burgundy and maybe beyond. To begin with, we ought
to bring the materiality of Amolo’s letter into the discussion, insofar as Amolo sent not an
abstract text to Theobald, but a real, physical manuscript of some kind. 42

Today, Amolo’s letter is preserved in a unique manuscript: Paris, Bibliothèque de
l’Arsenal, MS 717. 43 This manuscript is a thin little booklet, a single gathering of eight
folios, contained within an early modern parchment binding, itself now bound within a
modern white leather cover. It is not impossible that it once belonged to a larger codex,
but there is no indication that this is the case. 44 A twelfth-century conciliar text was
copied onto folio 8v, but it would seem that Arsenal 717 originally contained only
Amolo’s letter, and, significantly, the letter of Agobard which Amolo stated he would
send along with it. 45 The palaeographical dating of this manuscript has varied. Some
experts have considered it tenth-century, but others have been unwilling to exclude a mid
ninth-century date. 46 This variation need not surprise us unduly, given the similarities
between ninth- and tenth-century hands, and the difficulties too of classifying ephemeral
manuscripts, as opposed to those intended for display and long use. The scribal errors in
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the text do not present unambiguous evidence of eye-slip or other errors arising from the
process of copying as opposed to composition, though this sort of evidence might in any
case not prove a great deal either way. The provenance of the manuscript, which is
Troyes, does not help much either. 47

However, its format, size (27cm by 20cm) and mise-en-page clearly resemble a
demonstrably ‘original’ Carolingian letter, that sent by Archbishop Gunther of Cologne,
which was also in the form of a booklet. 48 Like Gunther’s letter, the Arsenal manuscript
also has signs of having been folded at some point to make a neat little parcel.
Admittedly, there is the possibility that this folding took place later, since the folds are
very visible on the early modern parchment cover; but it is equally possible that the
original little manuscript was folded before the cover was added, and refolded again
afterwards. If this were not the original letter, one would have to ask why it was copied in
this particular form, in what one would imagine to have been precisely the format of the
piece of parchment sent by Amolo. 49 In their fascination with the phantom relics
described by Amolo, historians have unduly neglected what could be in a way the only
real relic.

If Paris Arsenal 717 does preserve Amolo’s letter as it was actually sent, then it is an
important example of an ‘original’ early medieval letter. Yet more important for the
purposes of this article, as the real letter it would also then be a tangible link to the reality
of the ecclesiastical institutions established in ninth-century Burgundy, to the issues of
practical implementation and structure. And it is to these institutions and these structures
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which I wish now to turn. For, reading Amolo’s letter as a whole, and not merely for its
information on extraordinary miracles, one thing becomes evident: the relics were not by
any means Amolo’s only concern, or even, to an extent, his main one. 50 For Amolo, the
removal of the relics was only a provisional measure: the ultimate solution was for
devotional energies to be poured out in the parish. The thrust of his argument was not just
that the bones in question were dubious, it was that all the undesirable consequences of
the relics’ arrival would be resolved by a return to the parish churches, in which, Amolo
explains, mass was taken, confessions heard, children baptised, and the dead buried – the
everyday miracles of everyday life. The problem was not just that the relics were
unauthenticated, it was that they were distracting people from what Amolo considered a
more fulfilling religiosity.

That the ninth century was the key period for the emergence of the parish in western
Europe is well-known. 51 It was under Charlemagne that efforts were first made to enforce
the payment of the tithe, with important implications for the spatial organisation of
pastoral care, and it was in the ninth century that systematic efforts were made to bring
all churches, whoever had built or claimed to control them, under episcopal
supervision. 52 Both these were necessary preconditions for the emergence of a localised
and embedded system for the provision of pastoral care fully deserving the term ‘parish’
(parochia), a term first applied to local churches in the ninth century. Amolo’s letter in
fact allows us to glimpse this development in the very process of elaboration, for
although Amolo’s letter is modelled on that of his predecessor Agobard in many ways,
Amolo puts conspicuously more stress on the parish – a term not even used by Agobard.
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Admittedly, talking about the parish network does not in itself prove its actual existence,
and it has been said that the Carolingians ‘were always better at preaching than practice’
(though we should remember that in the case of the parish, preaching actually was the
practice, or part of it). 53 Yet not only does it seem a priori unlikely that Amolo was
recommending that an entirely hypothetical institution take up the burden of satisfying
specific people’s spiritual needs, there is also every reason to suppose that key elements
of Carolingian reform, including the parish network, were in place around Dijon in the
840s. This is what is implied by other contemporary documents from around Dijon and
Langres, such as a capitulary manuscript from the 850s, and the Pseudo-Isidorian
capitularies of Benedict Levita which we know for certain were being read in Langres
around this time, both of which make unambiguous reference to the parish. 54

We must in any case take care that arguments about whether these institutions were more
ideal than practical do not lead us to misconstrue the evidence, for clearly the parish was
intended to be both at the same time. Not simply a form of organisation, the parish
encoded an all-embracing religious orientation. This comes across in Amolo’s treatment
of the gendered aspect of Theobald’s report, which returns again and again to the nature
of the family. How, he asks, can these be deemed legitimate miracles, if they are
preventing girls from returning home to their parents? Or if they are preventing married
women from returning to their husbands? 55 Yet this stress on the household was not
intended to produce a fragmented system, since there grew up alongside it the practice of
systematic episcopal judicial visitation of the parish communities– for which, as it
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happens, some of the very earliest evidence anywhere in Europe has a mid-ninth century
Langres provenance. 56 The parish, in short, was a means of effectively connecting the
family to the bishop, linking in this way the entire Christian community together.

In comparison with the sensational nature of the relics and their effect on the group
sheltered in St-Bénigne, the organisational aspects of Amolo’s letter, whether the
manuscript itself as evidence for the reality of episcopal supervision or its comments
about the parish, may seem rather dull. It is therefore all the more important to remember
that from a macro-historical viewpoint the development of the parish system was
arguably of greater importance than the cult of relics. 57 It was the parish, not relic
devotion, which lent religious practice in the Latin West a distinctive character. A recent
global history has rightly drawn attention to the particularity, and peculiarity, of having
religious specialists embedded in every local community of any significance, a network
in depth of a kind unparalleled anywhere else in the world. 58 Amolo’s letter illustrates
this development just as much as popular devotion to relics, and, moreover, in its very
physical form, hints at the reality of the structures it describes.

Relics, parishes, and the control of the holy in the Carolingian reforms
To summarise the argument so far, this article has suggested that Amolo’s letter can be
textually ‘excavated’ to reveal a reassuringly complicated impression of the impact of the
new relics in and around Dijon; but that we also should consider Amolo’s letter for what
it can tell us about new forms of organisation and structure, and their implementation, as
a necessary corrective to an excessively one-sided appreciation of the letter. Some of the
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details of this reconstruction have been necessarily inferential, but the general form of the
argument will probably be uncontroversial. Yet if that is true, it is partly because that
form has reproduced a convention to consider these two aspects of early medieval
Christianity separately, and even to an extent as in opposition, a tendency which, as Julia
Smith has argued, needs to be explicitly tackled. 59

This unspoken division of labour, according to which historians tend to concentrate either
on the institutions of the Church or on saints and relics, has its roots in the influence of
the ‘cultural turn’ in the 1970s, when cultural history made its appearance in early
medieval history, diverting attention from conventional, institutionally-oriented ‘church
history’ towards the richer pickings of ‘religious history’, with a whole new set of
questions. 60 As a historiographical phenomenon, it is of course not restricted to the study
of any particular period, but that is not to say that its impact has been the same across the
broad sweep of medieval history. Indeed, its consequences now appear to have been
rather unevenly distributed, affecting the perception of different movements and trends in
different ways; and the ninth century is a case in point.

Whereas the Carolingian Church reforms used to be thought of as primarily exercises in
the consolidation of Christianity, or as an important stage in the process of
Christianization, they are now more often considered in juxtaposition to more
‘charismatic’ periods of religious history, and in particular, Late Antiquity. For since the
seminal work of Peter Brown, Late Antiquity has the reputation as a period of immense
cultural vitality and vibrancy: the time when, it is argued, Christianity crackled with a
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thousand innovations and opportunities; when, according to Brown, all the great
ideological groundwork of the emergent new world religion was done. 61 Since the ninth
century is often treated, albeit vaguely, as an endpoint to Late Antiquity, it is logical
enough to approach its religious history as the moment when some of the rich menu of
possibilities of early Christianity were finally closed down in the West - when
calculating, power-hungry bishops brought the efforts of their Merovingian predecessors
to successful completion. 62 In this way, the Carolingian Church reforms, in the Late
Antique perspective, become largely a story of the triumph of administration. For Peter
Brown, the Carolingian period was ‘a down-to-earth time, suited to the aims of an
energetic managerial aristocracy’, while Amolo’s colleagues were ‘straitlaced’, ‘the first
technocrats of Europe’. 63

The cult of relics is actually something of a classic illustration of this process. With more
than a hint of notions of routinization of charisma, the Carolingian promotion of relics is
sometimes viewed as an attempt to bring a greater degree of control over the spontaneous
expression of religiosity previously articulated through the dangerously unpredictable
holy man. 64 The idea is that western bishops promoted relics, a safer, more controllable
vessel for the charismatic power formerly embodied by holy men, in order to remove a
threat to their institutional authority. If Merovingian bishops faced some difficulties in
this campaign, for example in the shape of politicised martyrs thrown up by the late
Merovingian political bear-garden, Carolingian bishops followed Boniface’s lead and
fulfilled the programme, better controlling relics to do away with the dangerous power of
the real holy man, and, for their own or the king’s benefit, to harness charismatic
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power. 65 It is surely hardly an exaggeration to say that this perspective, which we might
call the view from Late Antiquity, now dominates non-specialist understandings of the
Carolingian Church. It has, for example, effectively marginalized the paradigm of
Christianization as the framing concept for the Carolingian Church in general, and relics
in particular: no bad thing in itself, for though the concept of Christianization has many
merits, it is notoriously difficult to define and moreover always threatens to smuggle in
an essentialised understanding of Christianity, implying a process of growing
convergence with a whiff of teleology suggestive of confessional origins. 66

While the perspective of the Carolingian Church as essentially repressive has not hitherto
been much internalised by Carolingian specialists, there are some signs that this is
beginning to change. 67 For instance, some recent research on the Carolingian Church has
pursued the enquiry along Foucauldian lines, portraying clerics as proto-colonial
administrators bent on homogenising their empire, and their institutions as machines for
discipline and compulsion, attempting to capture ‘charisma’ through a perfected
organisation. 68 Indeed, all the recent stress on the notion of the authoritarian-sounding
correctio as the guiding concept of the reforms bears the potential to lead in this
direction, too. 69

The overall consequence is that the ninth century becomes caught between the almost
anarchic vitality of Late Antiquity and Southern-esque views of the eleventh and,
especially, twelfth centuries as the beginning of the real Middle Ages, with the result that
the Carolingian reforms are in effect talked down or represented in value-loaded terms. 70
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This correlates with other trends. A supposed concern to neutralise alternative sources of
holy power resonates with a historiography which stresses church reform as mere rhetoric
justifying royal authority, ‘a way of strengthening social control’. 71 The alleged crackdown on popular devotion makes sense in a historiography which often until recently
stressed the repressive nature of reform and its disastrous consequences for women in
particular, as the dominance of grey, dour men expert in legal procedure attempted to
stamp out all traces of living charisma, demonstrated by the harsh treatment meted out
first to the opponents of Boniface, and latterly to the likes of Gottschalk, Amalarius, and
Eriugena. 72 Finally, an attempt to repress charisma which could hardly fully succeed
echoes a broader tendency to depict the Carolingians as generally ‘premature’, and laying
emphasis on the failure of the Carolingian Church reforms, not their success, as the
necessary precondition to the glories, or perhaps tragedies, of eleventh-century reform. 73

However, I would like to suggest that Amolo’s letter might cause us to reconsider these
perspectives, encouraging us to move away from an opposition between organised and
unconstrained religiosity, away from seeing relics as something intrinsically different
from other strands of Christianity, and away from studying that church in the shadow of
Peter Brown’s holy man, or at least Brown’s holy man as generally understood. 74 For it
should be noted that Amolo’s letter does not depict devotion to relics as opposed to
devotion based on the parish. Nor, for that matter does the bulk of the Carolingian
evidence, taken as a whole. After all, every single Carolingian altar, including those of
local churches, was supposed to contain relics, and elaborate liturgical ordines were
devised at just this time to orchestrate their insertion, while as Amolo himself pointed
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out, there was plenty of room for pilgrimage to saints’ shrines in a parochially-organised
Christianity. 75 In fact, I would suggest that the diffuse but widespread historiographical
tendency to distinguish personal and institutional forms of holiness, a distinction which in
certain views of the Carolingian reforms is heightened into an opposition, is in some
ways an unhelpful approach to the issues at stake, imposed upon our evidence rather than
arising from it.

The root of the issue arguably lies in the widespread habit of historians to discuss
religion, and particularly sanctity, through notions of ‘charisma’. 76 Though this is an
approach which is often today used as though it were self-evident, or simply true, the idea
of charisma is of course a model, not reality. 77 And it is a model with a revealing history.
It is normally, and with good reason, attributed to Weber, who popularised it, and whose
formulation of the concept underpins the modern sense of the word. But Weber did not in
fact invent ‘charisma’ from whole cloth, instead adapting it from the work of the late
nineteenth-century Lutheran theologian Rudolf Sohm. 78 Sohm’s goal was to argue that
the Catholic Church’s emergent legal framework rendered it irredeemably inauthentic,
indeed nothing less than a betrayal of the early church in which there had been no
authority other than Christ and those directly blessed with his grace (‘charisma’). In
Weber’s popularisation, that immanent opposition between the administrative and the
charismatic, derived from Lutheran theology, was retained, and is sustained in normal
usage today.
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Historians who talk of charisma today might not realise that the idea they are using has
such a genealogy, or perhaps think it does not matter. But recent work, like Buc’s, has
shown that we ignore the intellectual baggage of our theories at our peril, and it is
therefore important to understand that the idea of charisma is to a certain extent
intrinsically Protestant. 79 Of course, it may be that in spite of its transparently
confessional origins, the idea of charisma is too valuable to jettison. In that case, we
should at least consider alternative formulations which do not perpetuate older
oppositions.80 Of these, one which is especially interesting is that developed by the
sociological theorist Edward Shils. Refusing to contrast charismatic authority with the
bureaucratic, or even to identify it with the personal, Shils preferred to concentrate
instead on different articulations and distributions of the charismatic, which he defined as
relating to ‘awe-inspiring centrality’, including the centrality of values, and which as such
could be embodied in officials as much as holy men, and in objects as much as
personalities. 81 Shils’s charisma is not the product of an extraordinary personality, it is a
sense of being close to the centre of society. This notion simply does not have space for
ideas of charisma being drained away through routinization. Instead, Shils suggests that
we think in terms of different articulations and locations of the charismatic (for example,
as concentrated or dispersed).

Quite apart from the intrinsic merits of the nature of Shils’s concept of charisma, which
unlike Weber’s is not tied to a particular historical meta-narrative and is thus more
flexible, thinking in Shilsian terms about Amolo’s letter, and indeed the Carolingian
Church in general, seems to make better sense of the particular combination of
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developments at stake. In particular, Shils’s reluctance to countenance the possibility of a
suppression of the charismatic seems to resonate well with the ninth century. The ninth
century after all witnessed not only a renewed stress on the parish church, but also a
renewed interest in the sanctity of the Eucharist, indeed the emergence of the first ever
Eucharist debate, and a prominence of Eucharistic transformation miracles (in which the
consecrated bread reveals its true physical nature in often disturbingly graphic ways) new
to western Europe. 82 What was happening in every local church every week was
becoming more wonderful, and more mysterious, at just this time, even if that wonder
(and Shils would say charisma) was concentrated in what appeared to be an object, not a
person. From this angle, there is no justification for distinguishing between the kinds of
holiness embedded in the parish and the relic as incommensurate, let alone opposed, they
were merely different channels through which charisma was articulated in the ninth
century.

The point therefore is that we do not have to see the Carolingian reform movement as
either progress towards Christianization, or as a surreptitious attempt on the part of
bishops to monopolise holy power just as they supposedly sought to monopolise political
power. 83 This does not of course mean that the Carolingian period did not see major
changes in religiosity. But instead of tacitly subordinating our analysis to either the
Reformation or to Vatican II, or to stories about Late Antiquity or the eleventh century,
we might consider whether the Carolingian Church reforms consisted of a programme of
neither unfolding ‘Christianization’ nor the repression of the charismatic, but of an
unprecedented set of co-ordinated efforts to diffuse holiness into the local community
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through the mechanism of the parish and the parish priest. This in turn should be seen as
part of the development of a new relationship between Christianity in the west and space,
a transformation recently explored by Dominique Iogna-Prat. 84 For it was only now, in
the course of the ninth century, that the church become truly anchored to the earth, a
profound territorialization reflected not only in the parochialization of Western Europe,
but also, at a larger-scale, in the emergence of St Peter’s patrimony in Italy: together a
truly momentous change in the very conception of what could be holy, and in what
ways. 85

So while it can scarcely be denied that Amolo was unhappy about the idea of
unauthorised relics and their miracles in Dijon, this is not necessarily the key point to
take from his letter. Rather, it is a massive – and moreover enduring – shift in the
distribution and indeed form of the holy, not in the degree or quality of its presence,
which I suggest is the signal theme of Amolo’s letter, with its concern for every person to
have regular access to the divine in a guaranteed, rather than episodic, fashion: and this
change cannot be understood unless we read texts like Amolo’s letter, and the theology
and organisation behind them, as a coherent whole. Instead of one-dimensionally
attesting efforts to bolster episcopal, institutional power at the expense of the popular and
charismatic, and without reverting to problematic, de-historicised notions of
Christianization, Amolo’s letter can and should be read as evidence for an astonishingly
successful, and historically specific, attempt to guarantee and to disseminate the holy into
every rural community.
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Conclusion
Three points emerge from this extended gloss on a single, curiously evocative mid-ninthcentury text. The first is that the noticeable tendency to subordinate the Carolingian
Church to Late Antique narratives, even sometimes by historians who work on the
Carolingian period, should be resisted. Amolo’s letter shows that the Carolingian reforms
cannot be described as simply being about closing down or controlling: they were full of
creativity, too. Attempting to read Amolo’s letter in its full context carries all the risks
inherent to drawing historical inferences, but the prize is not only a sharper view of the
role of the relics it describes, but also a contribution to a reclamation of the ninth-century
reforms as neither marking the end of Late Antiquity, nor dimly prefiguring the so-called
Gregorian movement of the eleventh century. Such an understanding would chime with a
wave of very recent work picking up older historiographical strands which emphasised
the dynamism, energy and impact of Carolingian Church reforms, doing more justice
thereby to the richness of these reforms, and avoiding an insistent reduction of them
down to the supposedly essential dimensions of control, interest, and power. 86 To view
the reforms as productive of the charismatic, as much as repressive of it, is at the very
least good to think with, re-opening approaches which ought not to be wholly ignored
amidst all the unquestionably insightful historical attention to that Church’s imbrication
in relationships of power.

The liberation required is no longer one from explicitly confessional perspectives; but my
second point is that we do need to consider how far confessional perspectives are being
tacitly reproduced via the social science theory which, consciously or not, we apply to
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our history. The issue is not that Weber’s notion of charisma is ‘wrong’, but that, like
many of Weber’s other ideas, it is so ubiquitous as now to be hardly considered as a
theory at all, which that makes this semi-secularised concept’s influence on research
agendas and perspectives all the more powerful. In fact, the way in which historians have
used a language of charisma is a superb illustration of the benefits of explicit theorisation,
on pain of having one’s agenda invisibly shaped by the ghosts of arguments of previous
generations of scholars. I have suggested that if historians are sure that charisma is a
useful concept, they should at least consider alternatives formulations, and have
suggested that Shils’s version has much to offer to Carolingianists; but really the act of
reflecting on the models which influence our work is more important than which one is
eventually chosen.

Finally, Amolo’s letter serves as a reminder of the limitations of merely mining texts,
rather than closely examining them and situating them in as full a context as possible.
That is not to say that such close examination invalidates the general themes, for that is
certainly not the case for Amolo’s letter: as many historians have already proposed, there
is no doubt that Amolo’s letter is a tremendous illustration of Carolingian episcopal
reactions to strange, unauthorised relics and their miracles. It should, however, not be
reduced to that role, for it is also a remarkable manuscript, offering remarkable evidence
for the penetration of reform to the local level, and for the impact of that reform. Oldfashioned though it may be, a close-reading of rich texts like Amolo’s still holds out the
promise of rich interpretative reward.
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